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LAUNCHING FLOOR SCREEN FOR  
THE HEALTHCARE SECTOR

IN THREE DAYS, GOTESSONS DESIGNED AND PRODUCED THEIR NEW FLOOR SCREEN 
ADAPTED FOR THE HEALTH CARE SECTOR: SCREENIT HEALTH & CARE. MATERIAL AND 

FUNCTIONS ARE ESPECIALLY CHOSEN TO SUIT THESE TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTS. 

ULRICEHAMN 2020-03-30
Last week Gotessons launched a new floor screen, ScreenIT 
Health & Care, responding to a demand from the health care 
sector around Europe. 

– If ever there was a time our product versatility proves to be 
valuable it’s now, says Gotessons’ Sales Director John de 
Boer.

ScreenIT Health & Care is a floor screen adapted to suit the 
health care sector. The screen is made of a wood frame, filled 
with 30 mm soft core material and then dressed in vinyl or 
polyurethane, making it easy to disinfect and wipe clean. 
 
– We worked towards a clear goal and chose material and 
functions thereafter. The screen needed to work in the health 
care sector, which is why we chose these materials as the 
outer layer and a different approach to connect the screens 
than we usually use, explains Tomas Svensson, Product 
Manager at Gotessons.  

The screen’s long sides are provided with press studs to 
enable an unlimited number of screens to be connected 
and screen of larger or smaller spaces, such as health care 
facilities and waiting rooms. To make them easy to move 
around and store, ScreenIT Health & Care can be chosen 
mounted on wheels or on feet. Another conscious detail is the 
air gap between the bottom of the screen and floor when it’s 
mounted, this simplifies cleaning. 

Technical data for the product:
- Long durability
- Durable material
- Press studs for connecting screens
- Air space between screen and floor for easy cleaning
- Can be disinfected
- Mobile

Production has begun and the screens will be stocked. 

ScreenIT Health & Care is already available to download as a 
BIM object www.bimobject.com/gotessons

For questions, please contact Gotessons’ inhouse sales team 
on info@gotessons.se


